Beenix

focusing mostly on fruits, insects, or small mammals - though
this is only done as a last resort, when food is more scarce.

Armor Class 13 (natural armor)
Hit Points 7(2d6 + 1)
Speed 10 ft., fly 40 ft.

Beenix are more curious than fearful, and will only swarm if
they feel threatened or if commanded to by their queen. A
swarm of beenix is called a ‘glitter’, named for the bursts of
sparking flame often produced by their wings.

Small monstrosity, typically neutral
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Damage Resistances fire, poison
Senses passive Perception 8
Languages –
Challenge 1/4
Hivesense The beenix gains +2 to its passive perception for
each other beenix within 30 ft.

Actions
Scorching Sting. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5ft.,
One target. Hit : 5 (1d4 + 2) piercing damage and 1d6 fire damage.

Beenix
Beenix are social, insect-like creatures that are often found
on the material plane where a touch of the feywild has
lingered. As a creature with the charistics of a bee and a
phoenix, the origin of this unusual critter is a mystery. Most
attribute the beenix to be the end result of fey lords
experimenting with wildlife.
Blessed Nests. Beenix nests can be difficult to spot, as they
often build their nests in colorful trees to hide the flashy color
of their feathered plumage. Over time, the beenix will hollow
out a tree - a process that takes several weeks, requiring the
hive to move the nests from being exposed among the leaves
to being well protected within the bark. Though such an
invasive process would normally devastate any flora, beenix
nests are considered to be a blessing to any tree they inhabit.
Once a hive moves in, the tree experiences a flourish in
growth. Beenix honey imbues their tree with a supernatural
resilience to harsh weather, and provides the tree a
substantial resistance to damage from fire. A tree that
becomes host to a hive grows exponentially over time, often
growing two to four times its size after the beenix begin to
nest.
Prized Honey. Honey produced by the beenix is thick and
syrupy, and often tastes of whatever fruits are local to the
region. Similar to normal honey, it has powerful healing
properties that serve as a numbing medicinal agent, or as an
anticoagulant.
Different hives of beenix have been known to produce honey
with additional properties, depending on their environment.
There are reports of beenix honey acting as a powerful
firestarter, causing sleep/paralysis, acting as a powerful glue,
or allowing one to catch a glimpse of the portal to the feywild
from where they originated.
A Fluttering Glitter. As part of their bee ‘ancestry’, the beenix
are social creatures whose existence is centralized around
their hive. Beenix forage for food to bring back to their queen,
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Shared Intellect. Though individual beenix can eventually
pick up on phrases or words, they lack the ability to
understand language. In groups of 10 or more the Beenix is
able to share its intelligence across the hive, and become
more capable of understanding the world around them. In
most cases this produces empathetic hives that balance their
natural community by chasing away predators and invasive
pests. If resources are limited, hives can become more
violent, aggressive, and untrusting of outsiders.

Beenix Queen

Beenix glitter

Medium swarm of Small monstrosities, typically neutral

Armor Class 17 (natural armor)
Hit Points 36 (8d8 + 5)
Speed 10 ft., fly 40 ft.
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Damage Resistances fire, poison
Senses passive Perception 18
Languages –
Challenge 2
Hive Awareness. The beenix glitter has a high perception
due to its hivesense. After losing half its HP, the glitter's passive perception reduces to 12.
Hivesense. The beenix glitter gains +2 to its passive perception for each other beenix within 30 ft.
Blazing Bodies. A creature starts its turn within 5 feet of a
beenix glitter, or hits it with a melee attack while within 5
feet, takes 4 (1d8) fire damage. A beenix glitter may choose
to not injure others with this ability, as the heat is generated
from their bodies is a defensive measure.

Actions
Scorching Sting. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5ft.,
One target. Hit : 5 (2d6 + 2) piercing damage and 1d8 fire
damage.
Oversized Swarm. As a bonus action, the beenix glitter can
occupy another creature's space until the start of its next
round. During this time it can move through any opening
large enough for a Small sized creature.

Beenix Glitter
Beenix that gather in a swarm of 8 or more are called a
‘glitter’, most notably due to the sparks of flashing light
that accompany multiple beenix in flight. Beenix glitters
use their hivesense to keep a keen awareness of their
surroundings, protecting their fragile bodies from
incoming threats.
While they may be beautiful at a distance, swarms of
beenix are quite intimidating to encounter. Their size
alone makes a swarm potentially overwhelming for
most humanoids. Especially aggressive beenix will
hound their enemies with burning stings until they’re
certain their nest is safe, and the heat generated from
2-3 beenix is oppressive at a short distance and
potentially lethal up close.
Fiercely loyal to their hive, a beenix glitter will never be
far from its nest.

Once beenix have found a suitable place to live, they
begin the process of creating a proper home. It’s during
this time that the beenix is most vulnerable, as they
must create a temporary hive to feed and grow a
growing number of larvae. This hive is often quite large,
and grows along the trunk of the chosen host tree. If not
for the size and unique shape of the beenix, a passerby
could easily mistake it for a grounded bee’s nest.
One beenix among every group of hatched larvae is
capable of becoming a queen - and a queen’s sole
purpose is to create a suitable home for her subjects.
After reaching maturity, a beenix queen will migrate
from the hive to the tree itself by burrowing into the
bark. Though it may appear destructive at first, this
process is typically symbiotic. Over the next month the
beenix’s natural connection to the feywild is imbued into
the tree, which sparks miraculous change in the flora
and the surrounding area.
Once a queen has been established in a hive, no further
queens are born.
Tree-Hives. Beenix tree-hives can grow to be colossal in
size, and at the heart of every hive is a queen, her magic
to the plant to ensure its eternal blooming growth. Once
this connection has been established the queen and the
tree fuse into a singular being, with every portion of the
overgrown tree serving as an extension of the queen’s
senses.
In the presence of a tree-hive, life blooms. The region
becomes overgrown with flora that may grow to reach a
larger than normal size, and in some cases may even
host plant life not typically native to the region. Those
fortunate (or brave) enough to live near a tree-hive enjoy
a warm climate no matter the time of year, in addition to
an abundance of fruit and flora.
Protector and Negotiator. A beenix queen does more
than grow a home for its subjects. As its bond to the hive
deepens over time, the queen is able to foster a greater
psychic link between other beenix. Through them she is
able to see the world, interact with her surroundings,
and establish basic communication with other sentient
life.
Beenix queens seek security and safety for their hive
above all else. Though they prefer to remain
undisturbed, queens acknowledge that the size of their
hive can prove to be a tempting destination for wildlife
and explorers alike. They are happy to bargain with
adventurers who are passing by, and may even share
information or resources with explorers and nearby
communities if she feels it will be beneficial to the
security of her subjects.
When threatened, a queen will do everything in her
power to protect the hive - including sending the beenix
away to rebuild far from danger.
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Beenix Queen

Actions
Burning Bloom. A burst of flame erupts from the tree's
canopy, sending cascading fire raining on those below. Up to
5 creatures within 60 ft of the tree-hive must make a DC 15
Dexterity saving throw. On a failure they take 3d6 + 4 fire
damage, or half as much on a success.

Huge elemental plant, typically neutral

Armor Class 10 (natural armor)
Hit Points 185 (15d12 + 95)
Speed –
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Damage Immunities fire, poison
Damage Resistances bludgeoning, piercing
Senses passive Perception 18
Languages Cannot speak, understands Common, Sylvan
Challenge 9
Greater Hivesense. The queen maintains a telepathic
connection to any beenix within a 5 mile radius of its
location. It knows the exact location of beenix within its
hivesense, and can choose to experience their surroundings
as though it were the individual beenix.

Branch Swing. Melee Weapon Attack: +8 to hit, reach 15ft.,
one target. Hit 12 (4d10 + 4) bludgeoning damage.
Buzzing Flare. Up to two beenix or beenix glitters within
100 ft. of the queen release a surge of embers from their
wings. Enemies within 5 ft. of the chosen beenix must succeed a DC 15 Dexterity saving throw or take 2d6 fire damage.

Legendary Actions
The beenix queen can take 3 legendary actions, choosing
from the options below. It can only take one legendary action
at a time, and only at the end of another creature's turn. The
beenix queen regains spent legendary actions at the start of
its turn.

Unified Being. The tree-hive and the beenix queen are one
entity, and effectively share hit points. The beenix queen
treats every portion of the tree as part of its person for target
for melee, attacks of opportunity, and other cases of area
effect abilities.

Summon Beenix Swarm. Place a beenix swarm in a space
within 10ft of the tree-hive that is not occupied by another
creature. This swarm enters initiative at the start of the next
round.

Healing Nectar. Honeyed sap flows through the tree-hive.
Whether gifted or harvested, any creature that consumes
beenix honey heals 4d4 + 3 hit points.

Queen's Command. Choose a beenix or beenix swarm
within a 5 mile radius. That beenix may immediately may attack or move.

Regional Effects
The beenix queen is capable of adjusting the
environment within 5 mile radius to its location to better
fit its liking. These effects may differ depending on the
kind of tree the beenix occupy, but typically include the
following:
▶A dramatic change in the environment to warmer,
almost tropical weather.
▶An overgrowth of floral plant life.
▶Flora growing 3-5 times its usual size.
This area of effect increases by 5 miles for each size
category above Huge that the tree-hive grows to. Though
this may take centuries to accomplish, there is
theoretically no limit to the size of a beenix tree-hive.
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